PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT, SECURING YOUR FUTURE

SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT
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Introduction

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT ~ SECURING YOUR FUTURE

Peregrine International is a UK based security risk management, security operations and business intelligence provider with a global reach. Forming an integral part of an organisation's resilience strategy, we specialise in the proactive identification and subsequent resolution of security risk to business, anywhere in the world.

We understand that each client is unique whether individual people, Small and Medium Enterprises, Government Agencies, Aid and Development organisation’s or large global corporations. All of our services are available to suit the client’s specific requirements, with complete confidentiality and discretion.

PEREGRINE INTERNATIONAL HAS A PARTICULAR EMPHASIS TOWARDS:

• Protecting existing investments, assets and resources
• Enabling the development of new ventures, globally

Whatever a client’s requirement, from a simple enquiry in to regional security conditions, to an in depth foresight in to potential business venture or a physical security presence at the other side of the world, Peregrine International can support its clients in fast moving, and challenging environments.
Solutions

There is no disputing that the purpose of security is to protect, though not necessarily at all costs, and on each occasion the service must be necessary, relevant and proportionate to the concern.

Organisations survive through hiring the right people, having the correct assets and performing efficient activities. People use the assets to carry out activities and successfully meet desired objectives.

Removing any element from that equation increases the risk of failure. Peregrine International provides solutions to keep people safe, secure assets and protect activities.
Peregrine International is a significant partner to promoting business and industry resilience – contributing to organisations overall management of risk. Commercially, security is focused on the protection against loss (loss of life, loss of asset, loss of continuity, loss of information, loss of compliance, loss of reputation, loss of opportunity, loss of profit).

Effectively managed security risk adds value to an organisation, bringing stakeholder confidence that their business is in a strong position to succeed, and is a dependable investment. Insuring against business interruption provides financial safety but does not contribute to building a reliable and reputable brand. Peregrine International delivers effective services to make a business resilient against security threats, assuring performance level stability and continuity, through the appropriate protection of people, assets and activities.

Key decisions are based on reliable and accurate information, which is not always forthcoming without detailed enquiries. Having the correct facts allows organisations to make sound judgement on an array of subjects – entering new partnerships, acquiring or merging enterprises, embarking on new ventures, gaining a foothold in new markets, recruiting new personnel, resolving staff integrity concerns, or settling costly disputes.

Peregrine International can identify the source of the required information, gather appropriate evidence, and present the relevant data to ensure your organisation continues to make informed and cost effective choices. Further, competitors may seek out your confidential knowledge and intellectual property for their own gains. This may be attempted through technical methods or approaches to key members of your staff. Peregrine International offers information assurances, technical defences and protection against social engineering.
Aid & Development

It is an unfortunate truth that many people around the world are let down by those in positions of trust and are reliant on assistance and support from international aid and development agencies. Such circumstances have varied root causes, ranging from inefficient management of natural disasters or disease epidemics, internal or regional conflict, or simply corrupt governance. Regardless of origins and the best of intentions, providing vital aid to communities in need is often challenging, and occasionally occurs in areas of ongoing hostilities, and is not without risk.

Preparing staff and securing projects is crucial to ensure the required assistance is delivered fairly and efficiently. Focusing strongly on community engagement, and inviting all stakeholders to identify a sustainable solution, Peregrine International staff have valued experience in aid and development programs. From pre-deployment training, security risk identification and appropriate mitigation strategy, Peregrine International is an ideal partner to assist in the implementation of humanitarian assistance.

Private Families

Security issues affects every person in some way during their life, without exception. Families of higher net worth have the increased concern of being targeted due to their status. Safeguarding loved ones is a delicate though necessary requirement, and protecting valuable assets ensures acquired lifestyles are not undermined. Higher profile individuals and families also have the added risk of constant intrusion in to private lives. Peregrine International are experienced professionals at delivering discreet personal security and protecting privacy.
Security Risk Management

CONTROL & CONTINUITY

Effective management of security risk is an essential tool for an organisation's resilience, continued stability and growth. Increasingly, successful enterprises are recognising the importance of managing all risks effectively, not only to protect existing assets but also to create opportunities.

From the initial recognition of security concerns through to the development and implementation of effective solutions, Peregrine International provides subject matter experts to fulfil the function of a Security Manager.

Services may range from specific project support, a retained advisory, or an embedded consultant. Peregrine International takes great pride in supplying expertise to develop security management structures and complement existing resources.

- Asset Register Assessment
- Site Security Surveys, Audits and Recommendations
- Implementation of Security Policies, Plans and Procedures
- Site Security Design
- Management of Security Teams
- Training and Development of Security Teams
- Information Security & Assurance
- Emergency & Contingency Planning
- Evacuation Planning
- Incident & Crisis Management
- Site Penetration & Vulnerability Assessment (Tiger Teams / Red Cells)
- Security Services Broker
- Event Security Management
Critical to any organisation’s success is information, and Peregrine International can provide assurances for your own data or, where appropriate, can deliver timely and accurate facts to enable your enterprise to make informed decisions.

Whether the subject of the information is regarding recruitment, business partners or competitors, new ventures, new emerging markets, managing security risks or dealing with internal personnel integrity issues, Peregrine International can assist you to make the right choices for your business.

Peregrine International’s Intelligence, Research, Investigation & Surveillance (IRIS) services are designed to offer our clients the opportunity to maintain an efficient and secure working environment, helping to avoid unforeseen vulnerabilities, and also gain advantages over competitors, by being several steps ahead.
Security Operations

DETERRENCE AND PROTECTION

In the modern world, organisations around the world face risks and threats from a wide range of sources – including organised and opportunist crime, activists and terrorism. There is no better form of protection than having professional security personnel safeguarding your people and critical assets.

Whether high-rise offices, industrial buildings, remote field sites or key Executives conducting essential business in unfamiliar territory, Peregrine International offers its clients a broad range of high calibre security operations to ensure your continued success and growth.

Security Services

- Management of Security Teams (in-house teams or contracted service providers)
- Training, Development and Capacity Building of Security Teams
- Security Team Personnel – Commissionaires, Static Guards, Mobile Patrols, Dog Patrols
- Security Systems – CCTV, Access Control, Intrusion Detector Systems
- Physical Security Measures – Fencing, Lighting and Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
- Satellite Tracking – Lone person, vehicles, trailers, plant equipment, containers
Special Projects

On occasion, there may be circumstances that warrant the need for specialist security services. Such situations can be wide and varied and may include travelling to unfamiliar countries or regions with poor infrastructure or a higher risk of crime, corruption and terrorism; a greater need to secure valuable information and intellectual property; uncertainty over associate integrity; or simply a wish to avoid intrusive media attention. Further, higher net-worth individuals and families are at greater risk from different criminal types.

Organisations have a scope of agendas, that can easily be to the disagreement of many other people and groups and as such you may, directly or indirectly, find that your own enterprise acquiring controversial associations and draw undesired, and potentially aggressive, attention – whether their motivation is financial, ethical, political or religious.

You may have a short term international business trip with key executives undertaking vital business with new partners; have a company facility overseas that is at risk from criminal activity or you may have a long term requirement to protect yourselves and your family from harm, Peregrine International offers bespoke Special Projects:

- Security Threat Identification and Risk Assessments
- Personal Security & Close Protection
- Residential & Hotel Security
- Travel Planning & Preparation
- Security Training – situational awareness, information security

- Travel Support Services
- Incident response – man-made or natural disaster
- Secure Courier (transport sensitive documents and personal valuables)
- Transport Security Escort (escort valuable cargo)
Travel Support
GLOBAL HELPING HAND

Executives and staff are a fundamental to every enterprise and they are often required to travel to a variety of destinations around the world. It is a company’s legal and moral responsibility to ensure they have done everything within their power to safeguard their employees whilst away from the office.

The world can be an unpredictable place, whether a natural disaster, such as earthquakes or hurricanes, or a man-made incident, which may include social and economic protests or a deliberate criminal incident or terrorist attack. Despite these real possibilities, organisational activities must continue in order to progress.

Peregrine International’s Travel Support Services enable organisations to be pro-active when ensuring their employee’s safety and security whilst conducting their business.

- Country/City Briefs & Security Reports
- Company Security Policy Design for Travellers
- Travel Advice
- Travel Planning & Preparation
- Security Training – situational awareness, information security
- Incident Response & Management
- 24-hours Country & City Monitor – incident alerts
- 24-hours Traveller support & advice
- 24-hours Traveller Tracking – GPS, GSM/SMS with online web portal and mapping
- 24-hours standby of specialist security teams, advisors and negotiators
Client Training & Education

PROVIDING KNOWLEDGE ~ INCREASING CONFIDENCE

As the world becomes more accessible, market opportunities expand and successful organisations find themselves operating in new territories in order to gain a foothold in the local economy. Morally and legally, companies have a duty of care to the safety and well-being of their personnel, and organisations must ensure they have done everything possible to protect their personnel, no matter where they are in the world.

Peregrine International offers a number of specific and bespoke training packages, designed to work around your needs, reassuring you that your employees are more than prepared, for any eventuality today and tomorrow's unstable world has to offer.

- Travel Safety
  Planning and Procedures
- Security & Situational Awareness
  Personal Security and Information Security
- Conflict Management
  Work Place Violence, Criminal Assault
- Driving Skills
  Defensive, Evasive and Off-Road Driving
- Crisis Response & Incident Management
  Scene Response, Company Response & Management
- Surveillance Awareness
  Physical & Electronic Surveillance Prevention Methods
- Kidnap Avoidance & Hostage Survival
  Profile Reduction and Behaviour
- Medical
  First Responder, Trauma Management, Incident Scene Management
Peregrine International has been operational since 2003, serving and supporting a wide range of clients in the UK, West and East Europe, USA, sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and South Asia.

Peregrine International has headquarters in Leeds, UK but has consultants and operatives based globally, to support our clients at any given time anywhere in the world.

Our staff and team members are drawn from a broad range of backgrounds, gaining extensive knowledge and global experience, in turn passing these capabilities on to our clients. The backgrounds of Peregrine International staff and team members include:

- Military
- The Intelligence community
- Police
- The commercial sector
Peregrine International fully complies with UK and international legislation and industry regulation; observing all Security Industry Authority requirements, adhering to International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers (ICoC) best practice, and applying Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. At Peregrine International, we believe that effective security is an integral part of an organisation’s overall resilience, development and continued growth; through proactive management of risk to create opportunity, or efficient detection of security breaches to reduce loss.

At Peregrine International, we believe that effective security is an integral part of an organisation’s overall resilience, development and continued growth; through proactive management of risk to create opportunity, or efficient detection of security breaches to reduce loss.

We believe in promoting Peregrine International through good business practice, and it is our aim to deliver cost effective results swiftly. We do not believe in enforcing changes unnecessarily, it is Peregrine International’s preferred method to overcome security issues by adapting current resources or introducing new policies and procedures, rather than advising new physical measures without valid justification and cost analysis.
Core Principals

- **Protect Life**
  By maintaining the security and wellbeing of personnel

- **Protect Property and Assets**
  Minimise losses; reduce vandalism and deliberate damage or destruction of property and equipment

- **Ensure Business Continuity**
  Proactive protection and effective contingency

- **Maintain the client’s company brand image**
  Fulfilling Corporate Social Responsibility obligations, adhere to compliance requirements, and minimise adverse publicity through effective security measures and crisis management

- **Minimise customer’s costs, improve profits**
  Reduction of overheads; protect assets; maximise loss prevention; reduce staff turnover; reduce employee absenteeism

- **Assist business development and growth**
  Protect contracts and secure business information; support new projects; supply relevant, concise and timely information; advise on competitors

- **Provide integrity**
  Supply a service with transparency, accountability and absolute client discretion and confidentiality

- **Offer peace of mind**
  Be an integral part of the team with the customer and deliver a professional cost efficient service